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Abstract: The paper discusses a specific type of deer antler artefacts suggesting its association with the artefacts known as Knotenlöser, which were
specific to a certain cultural environment, namely the Avars. Its unusual presence at one of the eponymous settlements of the Ipoteşti-Cândeşti culture
at the Lower Danube, is discussed on several plans. The paper suggests the item was an import from the cultural environment of the Middle Danube.
The author doubts the possibility that the characteristics and expressiveness of this artefact category observed in the Avaric environment were
preserved, maintained and embodied by the artefact found in another cultural environment, that of the Lower Danube.
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Rezumat: Lucrarea tratează un obiect din corn de cerb, pentru care se propune apartenența la grupa de artefacte cunoscute drept Knotenlösern.
Ineditul apariției acestei piese specifică unui anumit mediu cultural, respectiv cel avar, la Dunărea de Jos într-una dintre așezările eponime ale culturii
Ipotești-Cândești, este discutat pe mai multe planuri. Lucrarea propune interpretarea piesei ca reprezentând un import din mediul cultural al Dunării
Mijlocii. Autorul păstrează rezerve în ceea ce privește posibilitatea ca acele caracteristici și expresivități ale piesei observate în mediul „avar” să se fi
conservat și să fie exprimate de piesa analizată și în alt mediu cultural, cel al Dunării de Jos.

STARTING POINT
The middle of the 20th century represented a turning
point in the way of approaching Early Medieval
archaeology in Romania. It was then that Early Medieval
Age was considered to be the moment of the
ethnogenesis of the Romanians.
Starting with 1955, the Commission for the Study of
the formation of the Romanian language and people
carried on archaeological investigations across the
national Romanian territory in order to gather solid
arguments for a comprehensive academic work: The
History of Romania.
In this respect, in 1959, Petre Roman made a survey
along the banks of the Olt River and identified certain
artefacts, dated by Ion Nestor to the 6th–7th centuries.
Later in the same year, a small excavation was carried out
at Ipotești (Olt County), uncovering partially three sunken
buildings as well as other artefacts found in the
surrounding area of these archaeological features1.
However, although this excavation would have provided
sufficient information, and, in fact, attributed the name of
the village to the newly identified archaeological culture,
almost 20 years had passed until the information was
published.
This latter publication2 mentioned in illustration
only, a bone artefact that passed unremarked. Although
its drawing was correct and detailed, with a cross-section
1
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Dolinescu-Ferche, Roman 1978, p. 73–74.
Dolinescu-Ferche, Roman 1978, fig. 9/1a-b.

along the short axis (the object’s width), the artefact
remained unnoticed and undiscussed till today.
The item is fragmentary (Fig. 7) and, from above, it
has a rectangular longitudinal section, a semilunar crosssection, and a rounded end. On the main axis it is slightly
curved, also. The entire exterior is richly decorated with
geometric motives incised with a very sharp tool. The
object was burnt and polished before being engraved. It
has thus acquired a black metallic colour, yielding the
necessary contrast for the yellow-white lines of the
engraved decoration (which remained in the natural
colour of the antler). The inner side was also polished. At
the broken end, a circular perforation is visible.
Given its curvature, it is impossible to interpret the
artefact as a possible knife handle or as any other tool,
although the existing perforation may suggest this idea.
So, the basic question is: what type of item does our
fragment originate from?
There are no other similar objects in the area south
of the Carpathian Mountains, but there is a find in the
eastern region of Romania. In the late 1960’s, the
excavations carried out at the village of Udești (Suceava
County) yielded an artefact (Fig. 8) that caught my
attention. Published a long time ago by M. D. Matei and
A. Rădulescu3, and mentioned several times by D. Gh.
Teodor in his overviews of the Moldavian Early Middle Age
antiquities4, the item from Udești is almost identical in its
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Matei, Rădulescu 1973, p. 277; Teodor 1996, fig. 30/3.
Teodor 1996, p. 45, Fig. 30/3.
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upper part to our item: similar shape, similar border
decoration, and the presence of the perforation.
Recovered from a waste pit together with animal
bones and pottery fragments5, the artefact from Udești is
complete, and presumably made from goat horn. It is
polished but not burnt, and it preserved the natural paleyellow colour of the horn, unlike the blackened object
from Ipotești. It is also decorated with incised geometric
motives but on the upper part of the item only.
But this similarity does not help us to much, because
the Udești find was not a matter of scientific debate,
either. However, it gives us a possible clue about the
complete shape of our Ipotești object and the possible
chronology of the item: at Udești, a small deposit of three
gold coins dated to the early 7th century was also found6.
So, bearing in mind the shape of the Udești item, we
wonder if our object could be a fragment of a so-called
Knotenlöser (identified based on ethnographic parallels as
a “tool for untying knots”) 7?
First of all, it is worth discussing the main
parts/characteristics of a Knotenlöser, for a better
understanding of the arguments:
1. almost rectangular upper part when seen from
above, a rounded superior edge, a crescent-shaped crosssection and, in most of the cases, engraved decoration;
2. a lower part of conical shape, a blunt tip, with a
full circular cross-section, never decorated;
3. a perforation carried out at the intersection of the
two above mentioned parts.
So, based on the description of the Knotenlöser and
considering the similarities with the item from Udești, we
strongly believe that our fragmented artefact represents
the upper part of a Knotenlöser.
Similar items were uncovered in Early Byzantine
cities such as those at Caričin Grad and Romuliana8 or the
hill-fort from Gornji Streoc9.

fitting to the items’ constructional characteristics as
shown in the figure below (Fig. 1):

Figure 1. Vörös’ variants of Knotenlöser.

1. perforated in the middle and hollowed out at the
upper end;
2. hollowed inside, and perforated towards the
upper end and only rarely unperforated;
3. solid, perforated at the upper end, rarely without
a bore;
4. massive, needle-pointed at the lower end, and
with the upper end often perforated.
Considering its characteristics, our find from Ipotești,
belongs to the type A.1 of István Vörös’ classification.

RAW-MATERIAL

István Erdélyi distinguished two types of
Knotenlöser: the complex one and the simple one10. In a
similar way, Balogh Csilla classified the items in two types:
1. with a cut in the upper part; 2. straight-ended11.
István Vörös believes that there are two main types,
according to the material used, as following: A. blunt
ending – from bent antler sprouts and B. pointed end –
from the pseudo metapodium of the horses12. Four
different variants of those two types were identified,

As István Vörös13 observed, the main raw material
used to produce this kind of bone tool was the red deer
antler. But in some cases, the use of the (lateral)
metapodium (2/4) of horses, was also noted, but only in
the case of his type IV (for his typology see above).
Goat horn was the raw material suggested for the
Udești item14.
In the case of our artefact, the raw material used was
red deer antler, as indicated by the preliminary analysis
carried out by Adrian Bălășescu15. In what the use of horse
metapodia is concerned, it is worth stressing that this kind
of raw material was never used for the Knotenlöser of the
Ipotești type (A.1). In this light, the only artefact where a
different raw-material was employed is that from Udești,
but this item has never made the object of
archaeozoological studies, so it might as well have been
made of red deer antler also.
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Matei, Rădulescu 1973, p. 277.
Butnariu 1983–1985, p. 222, nr. 231; Dejan 2015, p. 283 (coins issued
by Emperors Phocas, Heraclius, and Heraclius with Heraclius
Constantine).
Bugarski 2016, p. 86.
Živić 2003, p. 136, cat. no. 242.
Ivaniševič, Špehar 2005, p. 141.

Erdélyi 1958, p. 68.
Balogh 2013, p. 307.
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Vörös 2015, p. 221.
13 Vörös 2015, p. 221.
14 Matei, Rădulescu 1973, p. 277.
15 We would like to express our gratitude for his help.
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DISTRIBUTION (Fig. 2)
In her 1979 conclusions, Éva Garam mentioned a tool
discovered in the settlement from Hansca (Republic of
Moldova), indicating an agricultural use for this kind of
tool16. But this is not quite correct, as the item from
Hansca17 was completely different in its upper part from
ours, and can be ascribed to another group of the
Knotenlöser.
In fact, there is no certitude regarding the manner
this kind of tool was used, or to its purpose18. However, in
Éva Garam’s opinion, although in inner Asia a connection
with the use of a bow could be suggested, in the area of
the Carpathian basin such a hypothesis is unlikely19. And,
in fact, the items quoted by Éva Garam are not similar with
those discussed by us, representing another class of this
bone tool.
In the same manner, Ivan Bugarski mentioned similar
finds to those from Čik at certain Byzantine fortresses –
Svetinja, Sadovec, Campsa – Ravna and Pontes – Trajan’s
bridge (Serbia)20. In fact, at least in shape if not in function,
none of those are similar with the object we focused on in
this paper and with those from the Čik cemetery. The only
one that remains is that from Gornji Streoc, a small hilltop fortress, but even this one is not a perfect analogy: it
does not have any perforation and its lower end is similar
to the upper end, having the same half-moon cross
section21.
So, basically, the distribution of this item covers
mainly the area of the Avar Khaganate, with few
exceptions outside the main region: at Ipotești and Udești
(to the east), Krakow – Nowa Huta (to the north) and
Leobersdorf and Zillingtal (to the north-western periphery
of the Avar Khaganate).
Anyway, this picture cannot reflect a historical
reality, as it in fact overlaps two different images: the
funerary aspect within the Avar Khaganate, where all
discoveries came from graves, and that of the every-day
life, for the eastern and northern areas outside the
Khaganate, where all items came from settlements. In
other words, when mapping only the items discovered
within settlements, the area of the Avar Khaganate
remains empty.
In conclusion, all debates on the analogies and the
distribution across Europe and the Asian steppe, are
caused by the need to justify an Asian tradition for this
tool, or to suggest a Byzantine context for its use before
the establishment of the Avars in Pannonia. This problem
was generated by the fact that in the studies of certain
authors, different types of Knotenlöser have been mixed.
When separating the discussion following the detailed

classes of this object, we can see there are no direct
analogies for our item outside the Lower Danube basin,
neither to the south, nor to the east. There are similar
discoveries only for other types of Knotenlöser.

POSITION OF THE KNOTENLÖSER IN THE GRAVES (Fig. 12)
The most characteristic location for this artefact was
nearby the right forearm: at Zillingtal (grave 372), at
Želovce (grave 371), at Szekszárd – Bogyszlói úti (grave
354), at Fajsz (grave 1), and in several other cemeteries.
At Čik, in the case of graves 16 and 28, the item was
positioned next to the right forearm, and in the case of
grave 98, next to the left one.
Alternatively, the tool was placed on the left side of
the deceased, as is the case at Kisköre – Halastó (grave
37), Gyönk – Vásártér úti (grave 169) and Vác Kavicsbánya (grave 169), all sites located in present day
Hungary.
Also at Čik, in one instance the item was found on
the pelvis of the deceased, similar to the cases of Fajsz,
grave 6 and Kisköre – Halastó, grave 10.
Since placement next to the right forearm is the
more frequent occurrence, could there have been a link
between its position and the functional characteristic of
the respective individual, that is being left- or righthanded?

ETHNICITY
It is not our intention to debate what “ethnicity”
means from an archaeological point of view; we intend
just to briefly underline some aspects, and to question
whether a certain artefact from a specific area could have
preserved its “ethnic” attributes in a different geographic
context, and what such attributes could have been (if they
existed) for items
found in various, different
archaeological contexts.
The use of correspondence analysis made P. Stadler
support the idea that this osseous tool is part of the Avars’
toolkit22. As indicate above, when mapping the existing
finds, we see that these items are clustering in the main
area generally assigned to the Avar Khaganate.
Arguments supporting an ethnic interpretation are
also given by Ivan Bugarski in his analysis of the
disentangling hooks (Knotenlöser) from the Manđelos
grave23.
But the main difference between these authors is
that P. Stadler views the Avars as a compact ethnic group,
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Garam 1979, p. 60.
Corman 1998, fig. 56/4.
18 Garam 1979, p. 60.
19 Garam 1979, p. 60.

Bugarski 2009, p. 125.
Ivanišević, Špehar 2005, Fig. 3/14.
22 Stadler 2008a, p. 64, table 2; Stadler 2008b, p. 665, Abb. 6.
23 Bugarski 2016.
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while I. Bugarski accepts that the term “Avars” has a
cultural and chronological meaning, and not strictly an
ethnic one, as stated before also by W. Pohl 24. Even if
admitting that this item preserved its possible ethnic
character in time, it is highly improbable that this
happened outside the Avar Core.
In any case, the item from Ipotești, cannot be by
itself considered as an ethnic (or even a cultural) marker.
It is an isolated/stray find, with no secure archaeological
context and no association with other items.

sex determination (on the other hand, the skeleton has
not been submitted to anthropological investigation).
Anyway, this grave produced a Type 2 Knotenlöser, a
different class of tools then that of our item.
Thus, generally, this particular bone tool, from the
same class with the artefact from Ipotești, was discovered
in men’s graves, probably part of men’s funerary costume.
The question is, then, whether this kind of attribute of the
item applies outside its main area of use – outside the
Avar Khaganate’s core, and if the attributes were
transferred to the everyday life also.

ASSOCIATION WITH OTHER ARTEFACTS (Fig. 3–6)
SOCIAL STATUS
Peter Stadler’s analysis of the finds from male graves
shows that this bone tool is part of a cluster of discoveries
composed by: bag fasteners, bone mouthpieces for
drinking horns, T-shaped mounts, armour plates, singleand double-edged swords25.
In fact, variable from one case to another, this bone
tool was found in various funerary inventories (see the
catalogue of finds). For example, if in grave 28 from Čik
was associated to an entire set of bridles, stirrups, a
sword, a bow and arrows, in the same cemetery, in grave
98, the bone tool was associated to a buckle, a knife and
a strike-a-light, only.
The same situation exists in the Jászapáti cemetery,
where in grave 210 there were an arrow, a bow, a knife, a
buckle and fittings, while from grave 153, other than the
bone tool, only two rings had been recovered.
Following the same pattern, there are graves where
this tool was associated to pseudo-buckles and other
elements of the belt set, such as in grave 61 from
Csákberény – Orondpuszta; extremely poor graves such as
grave 10 from Kisköre – Halastó also exist.

In the case of the Čik cemetery, the anthropological
investigations indicated the tool was found in men's
burials only26; grave 11 from Leobersdorf contained also
the skeleton of a man27 and the situation was the same in
all the other graves where such tools were found.
P. Stadler’s correspondence analysis supports the
idea that this particular tool is part of a male set of tools28.
The same idea was argued for by other archaeologists
such as Bendegúz Tobias29.
According to Gy. Szabó, grave 75 from Pilismarót –
Öregek-dűlő contained a female skeleton30, but the grave
goods, according to our opinion, do not corroborate this

The item is not a common one. Its frequency is very
low within cemeteries and this suggests it is not a usual
item of the costume. Its scarce presence, points to the
idea of a special attribute for this kind of item, idea
sustained also by its rich decoration (Fig. 13) that involves,
generally, a great time investment, given its complicated
geometric figures made with very sharp tools on hard-raw
material (such as red deer antler).
The fact that this item, in all the recorded cases, is
associated to the belt, as if easy to reach, points out to a
frequent daily use. Although at the moment, the
functionality of the item is still unclear, its presence
associated with artefacts that undoubtedly are part of the
male costume, ascribe it a certain attribute. The attribute
that visibly indicated its owner’s status and, most
probably, its membership to a certain group within a
certain community.
In this respect, this kind of item seems to be present
hanging by the belt of high-rank individuals as portrayed
on some frescoes from Eastern Turkmenistan31.
The funerary inventory of Grave 4 at Fajsz –
Garadomb, seems to point towards a high status for the
man buried within, similar to the finds from
Kunszentmiklós – Bábony, Bocsa, Szentendre sau
Kecskemét – Sallai32.
Guyla László believes, based on the items found at
Csákberény – Orondpuszta grave 111, that the latter was
the grave of a warrior33. In this respect, it is worth noting
that Csákberény – Orondpuszta grave 272A is the only
grave we know of, that has in its proximity a horse grave
(grave 272B). This association seems to support the idea
that the Knotenlöser can be part of a horseman’s
equipment.
Anyway, its position (attached to the main belt, and
sometimes next to weapons or silver belt sets), may
suggest it was part of the costume of a certain group of
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Pohl 1987, p. 44; Bugarski 2016, p. 94.
Stadler 2008a, p. 63.
26 Burgaski 2009, p. 124.
27 Daim 1987, p. 219.
28 Stadler 2008b, p. 664, Abb. 5.

Tobias 2011, p. 278.
Szabó 1975, p. 273.
31 László 1955, p. 155.
32 Balogh, Kőhegyi 2001, p. 340.
33 László 2015, p. 25.
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men, although sometimes this particular item was found
next to poor and common objects.
In our opinion, this huge difference between the
types of objects that our discussed item may belong to, do
not speak of the status of a single individual, and of his
hierarchical position within a certain society, but, maybe,
of a group that uses the tool and displays it on their belts.
In this respect, Csilla Balogh considers that the presence
of this item suggests not necessarily a certain use, but a
certain practice related to the preservation of a certain
tradition34.
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So, our item from Ipotești can also be dated to the
7th century, a fact that complicates the acknowledged
chronology of this site. Based on pottery characteristics,
the Ipotești settlement was dated to the first half of the
6th century and not later43. It is true that the excavations
took place on a limited area only and the site is probably
larger. It is likely that in the area that was not investigated
there are archaeological features dating to the 7th century.

WHAT WAS IT USED FOR?

These antler items represent a characteristic feature
of the first Avar horizon, at least in present day Hungary35.
All finds from the Early Byzantine cities or
fortifications may represent a good terminus post quem
for the use of such tools in the Empire. In this respect, the
discovery from Gornji Streoc cannot be dated after the
end of 6th century – early 7th century36, the time when the
hill-fort was in use. A similar chronology applies to the
item from Rast. But the general context of those finds
originating in fortresses is not clear enough to support the
idea of a date pre-dating the arrival of the Avars.
A final date for the use of such tools is indicated by
the discovery from Zillingtal, where the antler tool was
associated with a sword dated to the last quarter of the
7th century37. From the same chronological horizon, if not
from the beginning of 8th century, came probably the item
from Želovce, making it the latest discovery ever found38.
Around the end of the 7th century can also be dated the
graves from Jászapáti and Szeged – Kundomb39.
The association of the artefact from Udești with
solidi suggests a use of this item in the first half of the 7th
century. The finds from the Leobersdorf necropolis are
linked in chronological terms with the earliest phase,
which lasted until 650/67040. The pot from Szekszárd –
Bogyszlói úti in grave 354, is of type IA/d according to
Tivadar Vida’s typology, and can be dated before the end
of the 7th century41.
The analysis of the items from the graves containing
the Knotenlöser discovered between the Tisza and the
Danube, strongly suggest a chronology restricted to the
7th century only42.

Considered to be an artefact of nomadic character,
there is in fact no certainty on the manner this tool was
used, or to the purpose of it44.
The earliest publication of such tools suggests a
connection to weaving and tanning activities45. It was only
later that the consecrated name of Knotenlöser46
appeared, linking it to shepherding.
For some of these objects was suggested quite
earlier on that they had been used to bend bows47; this
applied to those massive objects of the so-called Type III
in István Vörös’s classification. The same functional
explanation was provided for a piece of Type I, found in
Grave 1 from Fajsz – Garadomb48.
This idea was accepted by S. Ercegović-Pavlović
when publishing the item from Manđelos49. However, in
Éva Garam’s opinion, although this hypothesis may apply
for the inner Asia finds, for the area of Carpathian basin it
is quite unlikely50.
Gy. László disagreed with D. Csallány idea, arguing
that there were no traces of use-wear on the side of the
item resulting from its use to stretch the bow’s cord.
Instead he suggested the tool was used to undo the knots
of the belts51 (outil à nouer – tool to tie).
There are, nonetheless, graves that contain
elements of bows or even arrows that do not have this
bone tool among the grave goods: graves 297 and 350
from Szekszárd – Bogyszlói úti52; there are also graves with
elements of armour and no traces of this particular bone
tool such as grave 306 from Szekszárd – Bogyszlói úti53. So,
although they were generally regarded as having some
connections with the bow, such objects frequently occur
in graves where no bow remains were noted54.
The fact that these objects are often associated with
knives55 is probably not very significant either, since knives
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Balogh 2013, p. 310.
Kiss 1996, p. 262.
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37 Daim 1998, p. 109.
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Balogh 2013, p. 309.
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Daim 1987, Abb 29.
41 Vida 1999, Abb.1, p. 39.
42 Balogh 2013, p. 309.
43 Dolinescu-Ferche, Roman 1978, p. 89–90.
44 Garam 1979, p. 60; Daim 1996.

Vörös 2015, p. 222.
László 1942, p. 16; Taf. V.1.
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Csallány 1939, p. 149; Taf. V.6.
48 Balogh, Kőhegyi 2001, p. 344.
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Ercegović-Pavlović 1975, p. 112.
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Garam 1979, p. 60.
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László 1955, p. 155.
52 Rosner 1999, p. 42, 48.
53 Rosner 1999, p. 43.
54 Török 1975, p. 299.
55 Madaras 1995, p. 74.
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represent very often the most common finds in the Avar
graves56.
A last hypothesis suggested a parallel between such
archaeological items and similar ones from modern times
used by the fishermen to tie their rope57.
The functional determination of this group of finds
should still be accepted with a reserve. We still do not
know how the bone tool referred to as disentangling hook
was really used. Such finds remain without a clear
functional attribution58.
The general perception that an item must have a
specific (and only one) purpose sounds too constraining.
In fact, it is very likely that this bone item was a multipurpose tool related to a male activity, being discovered,
as we have already seen, in male graves only.

In this respect, the easiest explanation for the
presence of a Knotenlöser at Ipotești is that of an import,
suggesting a long-distance connection; interpreting this
relation and understanding its significance remains
difficult still.
One of the main questions regards the Knotenlöser’s
characteristics: do those artefacts found in association in
the Avar graves, preserve their attributes in the southCarpathian milieu, or at least a part of them? But to proper
respond to this question more other archaeological
contexts should be investigated in the region outside the
Avar Core.
Their presence in a settlement where Gepidic
pottery was also found is still to discuss, given the fact that
the accepted chronology of the Knotenlöser is different
from that of the Gepidic pottery.

CONCLUSIONS
CATALOGUE64 (Fig. 3–11)

The artefact found a long time ago in the area of the
Ipotești settlement is a Knotenlöser, a bone tool specific
to the Avar Khaganate area. Its presence in the area south
of the Carpathians, usually poor in such “Avar”-type
discoveries, is surprising.
We discussed elsewhere the connections between
Wallachia and Pannonia, seen through the special types of
appliques (belt fittings)59; similar links were observed
between Wallachia and Transylvania in what pincers60
were concerned also. Recently, Florin Curta succeeded, in
our opinion, to prove that the clay lamps did not arrive in
Wallachia during the 6th–7th centuries from the south of
Danube, but more likely from the Adriatic area, via
Pannonia and Transylvania61. At the same time, a
connection between Oltenia (Lesser Wallachia) across the
Carpathians, and the Gepidic or Avar cultural areas, is
indicated by the stamped decorated pottery found at
Vadu Codrii62. Historical written sources make also
reference to a Christian Gepid who was encountered by
the Roman army in Wallachia63.
So, there is no reason to doubt the bone item from
Ipotești; its presence in Oltenia is just another piece of
evidence of the cultural relations between the Lower and
the Middle Danube during the 6th–7th centuries.
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Pincers were found in settlements from Belciug (Frânculeasa et alii
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gepid=romanic see Teodor 1991, p. 61.
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Settlements:
Ipotești (Romania)65
found outside an archaeological structure (in the cultural
layer).
Udești (Romania)66
refuse pit: pottery sherds and animal bones.
Krákow – Nowa Huta (Poland)67
Cemeteries:
Čik (Serbia)68:
grave 16: pot, iron knife, two iron buckles, iron strike-a-light
connected to an iron object and a flint, alatke za drešenje
čvorova (Male, over 40 years)
grave 28: stirrup, silver appliques, buttons, bone whip knob,
iron buckles, sword, iron tool (agricultural?), arrows,
fragment of a silver pseudo-buckle, iron rings, iron knives,
bone plates of a bow, horse bridles, alatke za drešenje
čvorova
grave 30: pot, fragment of a silver pseudo-buckle, bronze
buckle, bone element of a bag, pyramidal pendant of an earring, iron knife, finger-ring?, alatke za drešenje čvorova (Male,
older)
grave 54: pot, iron knife, arrow head, iron buckle, bronze
buckle, alatke za drešenje čvorova (Male, 46–50 years)
grave 68: pot, iron knife, flint, appliques, iron hook?, iron
buckle, arrows?, alatke za drešenje čvorova (Male, 49–53
years)
grave 84: pots, bronze buckle, iron buckle, iron chain ring,
knife, alatke za drešenje čvorova (Male, 17–18 years)
grave 98: iron strike-a-light , knife, iron buckle, alatke za
drešenje čvorova (Male, 51–55 years)69
64

This is not an exhausting catalogue; it is only for the most relevant
discoveries mention in present paper. We choose to preserve in this
catalogue the original appellation of the item from original publication
to underline its ambiguity: alatke za drešenje čvorova, Knotenlöser,
csontbogozó, íjbogozó, Bogenspanners, Bogenknüpfer, Knüpfer,
Werkzeug, Knochengegenstand.
65
Roman, Dolinescu-Ferche 1978.
66
Matei, Rădulescu 1973, p. 277.
67
Polenski 1997, Abb. 3/11
68 Bugarski 2009.
69 There is a disparity between text and figure of the bone tool: text
mention 9 cm length of the item (Bugarski 2009, p. 65), but scale of
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Csákberény – Orondpuszta (Hungary)70
grave 61: bone plaques (of a bow?), silver pseudo-buckles,
belt set, lead and bronze belt elements, bronze buckle, iron
buckle, elements of an armour, iron arm ring, glass bead,
Knotenlöser
grave 111: pot, bone plaques of a bow, arrow head, flint, iron
knife, bronze ring, needle container, bronze belt set,
Knotenlöser
grave 272A: iron hook, bone plaques of a bow, silver ear-ring,
silver belt set, bronze buckle, arrow head, iron ring,
Knotenlöser
Fajsz – Garadombon (Hungary)71
grave 1: silver belt set, iron buckle?, lead bar, iron knife?,
bone plaques of a bow, elements of a lamellar armour,
csontbogozó
grave 6: silver earrings, pseudo-buckles, iron buckle, silver
appliques, bone plaques of a bow, bronze buckle, arrows,
scissor blade, csontbogozó
Gyönk – Vásártér úti (Hungary)72
grave 65: iron buckle, bronze buckle, iron knife, fragments of
some iron items, íjbogozó
grave 169: 1. bronze earrings, glass beads, bronze buckles,
Iron, arrows, knives, íjbogozó
grave 176: iron knife, silver belt set?
Halimba (Hungary)
grave 159: pot, glass bead, bronze belt set, bronze appliques,
arrows, bone plaques of a bow, iron double-hook, bronze beg
fastener, iron knife, bone whip knob, mounting wedge, iron
strike-a-light,
flint,
iron
awl,
Bogenspanners73/
Bogenknüpfer74
grave 261: silver plated belt set, bronze appliques, iron razor,
iron buckle, iron knife, iron ring, fragments from a glass
container, flint, arrows, Bogenknüpfer75
Keszthely – Fenékpuszta (Hungary)76
grave 155: bronze buckle, iron knife, Knotenlöser
Kisköre – Halastó (Hungary) (minimum 212 graves, two with Knotenlöser)
grave 1077: pot, iron knives, iron buckle, Knüpfer
grave 3778: big belt tongue, small belt tongue, bronze
appliqués, iron buckle, iron knife, arrows, bone plaques of a
bow, iron awl, Knüpfer and animal remains (Male)
Kiskőrös Pohibuj – Mackó-Dűlő (Hungary)
grave 2279: iron buckle
grave 56C80: amphora, silver appliques, bone bow-plates
Kölked-Feketekapu A (Hungary)81
grave 127: pot, bronze buckle, spindle whorl, arrows, bronze
applique, silver applique, bronze chain, Roman bronze fibula,
bronze sewing needle, flint, iron knives, Knotenlöser
grave 310: iron buckle, iron belt set, iron knife, iron spear,
Knotenlöser
Leobersdorf (Austria)82
grave 11: bronze belt set, iron knives, iron buckle, Knotenlöser
(Male, 50–60 years)
Pilismarót-Basaharc (Hungary)83

the draw suggests a 15 cm length (Bugarski 2009, T. XVI/98.1); for
analysis we took into consideration the drawing scale.
70 László 2015.
71
Balogh, Kőhegyi 2001.
72 Rosner 1971–1972.
73
Török 1968, p. 269.
74
Török 1998, p. 32.
75
Török 1998, p. 42.
76 Müller 2014.
77 Garam 1979, p.11.
78 Garam 1979, p.15.
79 Török 1975, p. 286.

grave 92: iron buckle, iron ring, iron buckle, iron strike-a-light,
iron awl, iron object, iron knife, Werkzeug (Male, 47–51
years)

Manđelos (Serbia)84
grave: sword, elements for hanging the sword, elements of
scabbard, bronze appliques, iron bridle, bone quiver fitting,
stirrups, corne décorative
Szekszárd – Bogyszlói úti (Hungary)85 (minimum 786 graves, one with
Knotenlöser)
grave 35486: pot, strike-a-light, iron ring, belt appliqué, belt
hook, elements of a lamellar armour, iron object, flint,
arrows, spear head, knife and a roman fibula, Bogenknüpfer
(Male).
Zamárdi (Hungary)87 (minimum 1500 graves, five with Knotenlöser)
grave 111: glass beads, bronze belt set, bronze appliques,
bronze ring, iron sheet, iron hook
grave 1013: iron buckle, bronze buckle, bronze belt set, glass
eye bead, iron strike-a-light, flint, sword fitting, iron knife,
arrows
grave 1060: bronze belt set, iron knife (Male)
grave 1217: bronze belt set, iron buckle, glass fragment, iron
rings, iron sheet, arrows, iron knife
grave 1377: gold earring, silver belt set, bronze belt set, iron
knife, sword, bronze buckle, sword fittings, bronze appliques,
rivets, bone plaques of a bow, arrows
Želovce (Slovakia)
grave 371: pot, iron sword, silver belt set, iron buckle, iron tip
(of a spear?), iron knife, arrow head, Knochengegenstand
Zillingtal (Austria)
grave D37288: pot, sword, iron sheet, iron awl, iron buckle,
iron ring, iron knife, nail head, iron strike-a-light, flints,
arrows, Knotenlöser
Vác – Kavicsbánya (Hungary)
grave 14289: bronze buckle, bronze bet set, bronze bag
fastener, bronze tweezers, flint, iron knife, fragments of iron
items, Knüpfer
grave 16990: pot, bronze tweezers, flint, iron strike-a-light,
iron knife, fragments of iron item, Knüpfer.
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Figure 2. Location of the Ipotești settlement and the distribution of the Knotenlöser.
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Figure 3. Graves with Knotenlöser from Čik (grave numbers 28, 84, 16, 30, 98 and 54, after Bugarski 2009).
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Figure 4. Graves with Knotenlöser. A. Fajsz (Balogh, Kőhegyi 2001); B. Halimba (Török 1998).
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Figure 5. Graves with Knotenlöser. A. Keszthely – Fenékpuszta (Kiss 1996); B. Leobersdorf (Daim 1987); C. Kisköre – Halastó (Garam 1979); D. Kiskőrös
Pohibuj – Mackó-Dűlő (Török 1975); E. Zillingtal (Daim 1998).
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Figure 6. Graves with Knotenlöser from Zamárdi (grave number in lower right corner, after Bárdos, Garam 2009).
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Figure 7. Various types of Knotenloser.
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Figure 8. Various types of Knotenloser.
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Figure 9. Various types of Knotenloser.
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Figure 10. Various types of Knotenloser.
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Figure 11. Various types of Knotenloser.
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Figure 12. Position of the item in different graves.
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Figure 13. A. Human or animal representation; B. Geometrical patterns; C. Circle with dotted pattern.
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PhTRS – Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
Pontica – Pontica. Studii şi materiale de istorie, arheologie şi muzeografie, Muzeul de Istorie Naţională şi Arheologie Constanţa
Probleme Küstenforsch. süd. Nordseegebiet – Probleme der Küstenforschung im südlichen Nordseegebiet, Oldenburg
Quartär – International Yearbook for Ice Age and Stone Age Research
Quaternaire – Quaternaire. Revue de l’Association Française pour l’Étude du Quaternaire, Paris
Quaternary International – Quaternary International. The Journal of the International Union for Quaternary Research
Radiocarbon – An International Journal of Cosmogenic Isotope Research, Cambridge
RAN – Revue archéologique de Narbonnaise, Montpellier
REL – Revue des Études Latines, Paris
RevMuz – Revista Muzeelor, Bucureşti
RMM.MIA – Revista Muzeelor şi Monumentelor, seria Monumente Istorice şi de Artă, Bucureşti
RossArh – Rossijskaya Arheologiya. Institut arheologii Rossijskoj akademii nauk, Moskva
Sargetia – Sargetia, Buletinul Muzeului judeţean Hunedoara, Deva
SCA – Studii și Cercetări de Antropologie, București
SCIA – Studii și Cercetări de Istoria Artei
SCIV(A) – Studii şi Cercetări de Istorie Veche (şi Arheologie), Bucureşti
SCN - Studii şi Cercetări de Numismatică, Bucureşti
SP – Studii de Preistorie, Bucureşti
SlovArch – Slovenská Archeológia, Nitra
SovArch – Sovetskaja Arheologija, Moscova
StCl – Studii Clasice, București
SympThrac – Symposia Thracologica
Terra Sebus – Terra Sebus. Acta Musei Sabesiensis, Anuarul Muzeului Municipal „Ioan Raica”, Sebeş
Ziridava – Ziridava. Studia Archaeologica, Arad
ZPE – Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik, Köln

